O Lord Our Rock
Words: Tim Chester
Music: Rob Spink
Scripture: Psalm 19
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Verse 1
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O Lord our Rock, redeeming King,
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your truth alone can comfort bring
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when we are in distress.
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Your perfect law revives the soul
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And binds our wounds and makes us whole.
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Your promise leads to rest,
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Your promise leads to rest.
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Your precepts make our hearts rejoice;
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for in your word we hear your voice;
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The voice of God above.
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Your gospel breaks like break of day
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to give us light to light our way,
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To walk in paths of love,
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to walk in paths of love.
Verse 2
Your statutes make your people wise,
illuminating darkened eyes
For your commands are true.
Your word is firm and will endure.
The fear that it evokes is pure
And binds our hearts to you,
and binds our hearts to you.
Your word is worth far more than gold
for in its pages we behold:
The treasury of Christ.
Its lines upon the tongue are sweet;
they lead us to our saviour’s feet
And his great sacrifice,
and his great sacrifice.
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Song Structure:
Intro
Verse 1
Verse 2
Verse 3

Verse 3
As your decrees are read and taught,
May every word and every thought
Be pleasing to you Lord.
Your Spirit’s power to all impart
That Christ may dwell in every heart,
And be our true reward,
And be our true reward.
May wand’ring hearts be warned from sin,
May troubled souls find peace within.
May Christ be our delight.
Forgive our faults unlock our chains,
And in our lives restore your reign:
Our hearts with love ignite,
Our hearts with love ignite.

